Author Interview
with D.J. Doyle
1. Please provide a brief introduction, including
your name, the genre(s) you write in, previous
work and where you are based.
Firstly, thanks for doing this interview with me, it's always a good way to know
what writing goals I have.
My author name is D.J. Doyle, and I write horror. I've dabbled in many sub-genres
of horror including occult, extreme, and comedy. I have written two novels
(Banshee and Newgrange), two novelettes (Hades' Gate and Red), two short
stories (Christ on a Bike! and Good Intentions), and I've just released an extreme
horror novella, Reddest, which is the sequel to Red.

2. Which of your
books / pieces of
writing are you most
proud of, and why?

I think I'm most proud of Newgrange as I've learnt a
lot from writing my other books as a novice.
Newgrange is more descriptive, better character
building, and has a lot more structure to the story.

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?
A novel usually takes me about a year, but many times I'm working on other
stories, too. They can be a good distraction if they're short.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?
The subplot - I always have a good plot in my head, but you need to give the
reader more. So, having a strong subplot is important, too. I usually wing it when
I'm working on a story as the ideas come to me when I'm typing... eventually, lol.

5. What was your hardest scene to write?
Writing all of 'Red' was hard. The sexual abuse and how he murdered his victims
had to be original and creative as well as gruesome. It wasn't easy, I'd never written
extreme before.

6. Do you read
your book
reviews? How do
you deal with bad
or good ones?

I read them all. I'm lucky I have so many good ones and
very few bad ones. Only last week I read a one star
review saying Newgrange was Christian propaganda. I
laughed so much I nearly cried. It is far from that, they
obviously didn't realise what I was trying to do. Another
said that Red was not horror because they weren't scared
lol. They obviously don't know what extreme horror is.

7. What kind of research do you do, and how
long do you spend researching before
beginning a book?
To be honest, I don't do much research before I write. If I need to know something
while I'm writing, I research it then. I tend to write what I know about, for example,
I've visited Newgrange many times and know the history very well from school.
For something like Red? That came from a dark place in my mind, nothing I could
research really except what I already knew about serial killers from
documentaries.

8. How many unpublished and half-finished books do you have?
At the moment, I'm working on a short story and a children's story, they are in
progress, so I've published every story up until now. I have some poetry that I've
never published, and probably never will.

9. What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?
Not a novel, but my short story Christ on a Bike! I love Father Jack as a character
and I think I did okay mixing horror with comedy (I hope). There are not many
sales for this short story, but there is more to come from Father Jack and his
posse of priests.

10. Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you trying to
build a body of work with connections between each book?
The connection with my Celtic Curse novels is Irish history and mythology, but
there are also a few character crossovers, if you pay attention to the detail. The
next Celtic Curse novel will be the same.

11. What are common traps for aspiring writers?
I believe vanity presses are the biggest scam aspiring writers fall for, some
'charge' thousands to publish your books. Also, make sure you have a good
editor, and someone to proofread your manuscript.

12. What’s the most difficult
thing about writing characters
from the opposite sex?

Knowing how their brain
works and how an orgasm
feels, lol, but I think I do okay.

